
Astronomy Quali�er - August 2007Lots of neessary (and some unneessary) \onstants" and possibly useful integrals at end.Problem 1:1. Imagine a pure hydrogen loud surrounding a hot star with Teff=42,000Kand a radius of 12 R� whih radiates as a blakbody. Before the star beganto radiate, the density of the loud was 100 atoms per m�3.a) [ 5 pts℄ Using the Wien approximation, ompute the stellar luminosity ofionizing photons.b) [ 2 pts℄ If the reombination rate oeÆient, �, is 2:59� 10�13 m3/s, whatis the Str�omgren radius of the loud in parses?) [ 2 pts℄ Explain in words how the emission lines of H� and H� from thisloud an be used to estimate the amount of interstellar reddening taking plaealong the line of sight to the loud.d) [ 1 pts℄ If this loud is 1 kp from the sun, what is its angular diameter inarseonds?Hint: The Wien approximation for blakbody radiation is:�B� = 2�h�2�3e�h�=kT (1)
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Problem 2: mSi28 = 27:977amumFe56 = 55:935amuCalulate the eÆieny of the reationSi28 + Si28 �! Fe56a) [ 2 pts℄ Assume that in a 15M� star, the Si burning ore has a mass 1.1M�.Calulate the total energy available for Si burning.b) [ 2 pts℄ Assume that the luminosity during the Si burning stage is 3:4 �1044 ergs s�1 and alulate the lifetime for Si burning.) [ 1 pt℄ What form is this luminosity in?d) [ 2 pts℄ The iron ore in the enter of a massive star an be onsidered an\iron white dwarf". The mass of a white dwarf is5:76Y 2e M�Calulate the maximum mass of an iron white dwarf.e) [ 1 pt℄ Calulate the maximum mass of a C+O white dwarf.f) [ 2 pts℄ The atual Chandrasekhar mass of a C+O white dwarf is 1.39 M�.Explain why it is di�erent than the answer you found above.
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Problem 3:a) [ 2 pts℄ What are the six most abundant elements at the photosphere of thesun? To the extent that you an (perfetion is not required) list them in orderof dereasing abundane.b) [ 1 pt℄ Do the same for the enter of the sun. Briey disuss the proessesresponsible for any di�erenes from your answer for the photosphere.) [ 2 pts℄ Do the same for the enter of a 10 solar{mass star that is about toleave the main sequene. Briey disuss the proesses ...d) [ 2 pts℄ What will be the two most abundant elements in the white dwarfthat the sun will eventually beome? Explain your answer.e) [ 3 pts℄ The dominant spetral features of ool giant stars are partiularlysensitive to the abundane ratio of whih two elements? Explain why, andmention the spetral features that are most prominent when the ratio is lessthan unity, and when it exeeds unity.
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Problem 4:a) [ 3 pts℄ Using the equation for hydrostati equilibrium and dimensionalanalysis, write down an expression for pressure, P, in terms of the mass, radiusand any onstants. Now evaluate this expression for the Sun. In other words,determine the entral pressure for the Sun.b) [ 3 pts℄ Using your result in a) and the equation of state for an ideal gas,in terms of density and temperature, derive an expression for the entral tem-perature of the Sun. Assuming 100% ionized H gas and that the mass densityis 3 times the average density, determine numerially the entral temperatureof the Sun. (Note: you do not need to know or alulate the average density;just assume that the average density is given by the standard approximationrelating volume, M and R.)) [ 4 pts℄ What is the virial theorem? Using the expression for gravitationalpotential energy, write down an expression (in terms of the solar luminosity)for the time sale over whih gravitational ontration ould have supplied theluminosity radiated by the Sun at its urrent rate. What is the name for thistime sale? Numerially determine this time sale (in years) for the Sun. Howdoes this ompare with the nulear time sale, assuming 0.7% mass loss overthe entire solar mass?
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Problem 5:The time rate of hange of the deuterium abundane in the PP(proton-proton)yle is given bydD=dt = �NDNH < �v >HD +1=2N2H < �v >HH :a) [ 4 pts℄ Calulate the equilibrium ratio of the number density of deuterium,ND, to the number density of hydrogen, NH for a temperature of T6= 10. Thereation rate for the HD reation is given by< �v >HD= 7:2x10�19A S0� 2e��with S0 = 2.5 x 10�4 kev-barns, A is the redued atomi weight = A1A2(A1+A2) and� = 42:48(Z21Z22A=T6)1=3S0 for the HH reation, < �v >, is 3.78 x 10�22. How does your answerompare to the terrestrial value of ND=NH � 10�4? Explain this disrepany.Could the Sun have produed this terrestrial deuterium?b) [ 3 pts℄ What are the approximate energy dependenies (� / T n) of the PPCyle, the CNO yle and the 3� proess? Explain why they are so di�erent.Desribe how and why energy is transported throughout various parts of amassive star and a low-mass star, like the Sun, while they are on the mainsequene. (Draw some pitures!)) [ 3 pts℄ Desribe the major nulear burning phases (what is burned, whatare the produts, approximate temperatures and timesales) that our in lowmass and high mass stars. What are the TWO reasons why iron fusion doesnot our? How are the elements heavier than iron produed in stars? Whatis the evidene for nuleosynthesis in stars ?
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Problem 6:The ability of a planet to retain an atmosphere depends on the temperatureof the planet, its esape speed, and the mass of the individual gas partiles.As a rude approximation, assume that a planet will retain an atmosphereif the planetary esape speed is 10 times or more the rms speed of the gaspartiles. Assume a planet with Earth- like density (5.5 times that of water)with an atmospheri temperature of 250 Kelvin. The planet has a primordialatmosphere of CO2 (arbon dioxide) and moleular hydrogen (H2).a) [ 4 pts℄ What is the minimum radius of the planet that an retain anatmosphere of CO2?b) [ 2 pts℄ What is the minimum radius of the planet that an retain anatmosphere of H2?) [ 2 pts℄ Write a desription of the atmospheres of the 5 terrestrial bodiesin our solar system (4 inner planets plus Luna). You should inlude the mainspeies of gas partiles in the atmosphere, and some indiation of the surfaedensity and/or pressure of the atmosphere (say in terms of the parameters ofthe gas in this room). Inlude a brief disussion of why the hemial ompo-sition of these atmospheres is so very di�erent from osmi abundanes.d) [ 2 pts℄ In reality, of ourse, the retention of atmospheres is muh moreompliated than the simple alulation above. Explain why both Venus andMars appear to have muh lower atmospheri abundanes of water vapor thandoes Earth.
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CONSTANTS� = 5:67� 10�5 erg m�2 s�1 K�4;  = 3:00� 1010 m s�1; T� = 5; 800KG = 6:67� 10�8 g�1 m3 s�2; k = 1:38� 10�16 erg K�1mH = 1:67� 10�24 g; me = 9:11� 10�28 g; M� = 1:99� 1033 gMearth = 5:97� 1027 g; MG = 4:0� 1011M�h = 6:63� 10�27 erg s; a = 7:56� 10�15 erg m�3 K�4R� = 6:96� 1010 m; Rearth = 6:37� 108 m1 AU = 1:496� 1013 m1 parse = 3:09� 1018 m; 1�A = 10�8 mMV (�) = 4:8; Mbol(�) = 4:7; L� = 3:9� 1033 ergs s�11 year = 3:16� 107 s
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